
Monday 9th November 2020 

 

Good morning Opal Class, 

 

I hope you enjoyed your weekend and managed to get some fresh air. This is the start of a 

brand new week – let’s think positive and make it a good one! 😊 I’m excited to see the 

learning that you complete this week. Remember, you can always ask me for help if you need 

it. Just do what you can! Also, remember to get some exercise whether this is running, 

dancing, playing in the garden or going for a walk.  

 

Have a read of the instructions below for each lesson and activity. Try your best and 

remember – I like mistakes…they mean you are learning! (FAIL = First Attempt In Learning)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English/Phonics Please watch the Letters and Sounds input video on the phase 5 sound ‘ay’ 

that we learnt last week ( 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpvquS6c5vk ) Then, complete the 

‘ay’ phonics worksheet. I have provided the answers at the bottom of the 

sheet. Can you write some funny sentences using the sound ‘ay’? For 

example ‘Today I am going to say look at that hay in a tray far away.” 

Make it as fun as you can! Then, go onto the website ‘Phonics Play -> 

Resources -> Buried Treausre -> Phase 5 -> ay’. Read the word (by 

segmenting and blending) and then work out if it belongs in the treasure 

chest (real word) or the rubbish bin (made up word). You can also revise 

your Phase 4 sounds by clicking on ‘Phase 4 -> Revise all Phase 4’ 

Maths Carry on with your learning about subtraction from Friday. Watch the 

video from White Rose ( https://vimeo.com/468246766 ) and the 

Dinosaur subtraction Power Point first. Today you can choose your 

challenge sheet (complete sheet 1 if you’re feeling a bit unsure and sheet 

2 if you’re feeling more confident). I’m including an answer sheet so that 

you can mark your work yourself. Remember, you don’t have to work any 

of this out in your head or on your fingers. Grab some objects that you 

could use to physically show what subtraction looks like. Use toys, 

marbles, conkers, spoons…anything that is small, accessible and can be 

moved! Alternatively, you can cross objects out when you ‘take away’ as 

the video shows you. 

Topic (Science) On a Monday afternoon you usually have Mrs Kite teaching you Science or 

D&T. Today, it is a Science lesson on Materials. Please have a look at the 

Science lesson and PowerPoint that Mrs Kite has left for you. Have fun! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpvquS6c5vk
https://vimeo.com/468246766

